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 Year 3 

 Home Learning  

English 
 
Example of a list 
poem: 
 
 

You are reading: 
 

 
 
Write a list poem about the cover of this book.  
 
You could write a list about what you find in a farmyard, or describe a 
pig, sheep, duck or a spider. 
 
What is an example of a list poem? 
A “list poem” gets its name from the fact that most of the poem is 
made up of a long list of things. 
 
Often the title says what the list is about. It does not necessarily need 
to include rhythm or rhyme, but each word should be carefully chosen 
and memorable. 
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Maths – Year 3 

Read the number riddles 

 

  Year 4 

Subject Home Learning  

English 
 

You have been reading: 
 

 
 

I am a number with an even number of 10s and an odd number of 1s.  

What number am I? 

I am a multiple of 5 and my 1s are always 0.  

What number am I? 

I am multiple of 2 and I am a number between 10 and 30.  

What number am I? 

I am a multiple of 3 and a multiple of 2.  

What number am I?  
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Poonam Mistry has invented her own tale about how the stars came to 
be and light the night sky. 
 
There are some lovely constellation names: I have picked the 7 most 
prominent constellations from both the Northern and Southern 
hemispheres:  
 

1. Ursa Major 
2. Cassiopeia 
3. Orion 
4. Canis Major 
5. Centaurus 
6. Crux 
7. Carina 

 
Choose one of the names above and write your own creative story or 
poem  about how it came to describe a group of stars/lights in the sky. 
 

 

 Year 5  

Subject Home Learning  

English  You have been reading: 
 

The Song from Somewhere Else is a 
magical, musical mystery that 
engages and intrigues readers. 
 
What is the ‘song’ from somewhere 
else? 
 
Write a list poem using a collection of 
sounds. Use the book cover above to 
inspire you. 
 
Below is a poem by Roger McGough 
which might help you: 

 
A stranger called this morning 
Dressed all in black and grey 
Put every sound into a bag 
And carried them away 
 
The whistling of the kettle 
The turning of the lock 
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The purring of the kitten 
The ticking of the clock 
 
The popping of the toaster 
The crunching of the flakes 
When you spread the marmalade 
The scraping noise it makes 
 
The hissing of the frying pan 
The ticking of the grill 
The bubbling of the bathtub 
As it starts to fill 
 
The drumming of the raindrops 
On the windowpane 
When you do the washing-up 
The gurgle of the drain 
 
The crying of the baby 
The squeaking of the chair 
The swishing of the curtain 
The creaking of the stair 
 
A stranger called this morning 
He didn't leave his name 
Left us only silence 
Life will never be the same 

 

 

  Year 6 

Subject Home Learning  

English 
 

You have been reading: 
 

Illustrator William Grill weaves a detailed 
visual narrative of Shackleton's journey to 
Antarctica. His beautiful use of coloured 
pencils and vibrant hues effortlessly evokes 
the adventure and excitement that 
surrounded the expedition. His impeccably 
researched drawings, rich with detail, 
fastidiously reproduce the minutiae of the 
expedition. 
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Choose one of the pictures above.  
 
These animals can all be found in the Antarctic. Find out some facts 
about them and then use your imagination to write a poem to 
accompany the picture. 
 

Maths 
GPS 

Revise using your CGP books. 

 


